SATURDAY 23RD MAY 2020
COVID-19 STATISTICS
MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS

- POSITIVE CASES IN THE WORLD: 5,317,651
- COVID-19 RELATED DEATHS IN THE WORLD: 340,216
- TOTAL NUMBER PCR TESTS DONE AS AT DATE: 26,581
- TOTAL NUMBER OF RAPID ANTIGEN TESTS DONE AS AT DATE: 75,521
- TOTAL NUMBER OF COVID19 TESTS DONE AS AT DATE: 102,102
- POSITIVE CASES REGISTERED IN MAURITIUS: 332
- COVID-19 RELATED DEATHS IN MAURITIUS: 10
- SUCCESSFULLY TREATED PATIENTS IN MAURITIUS: 322
- NEW CASES REGISTERED TODAY: NIL
- LAST COVID-19 POSITIVE CASE REGISTERED: 26TH April 2020
- ACTIVE CASES IN MAURITIUS: 0
- PASSENGERS IN QUARANTINE: 300